CENTRAL MANAGEMENT

Deep Freeze instantly protects and preserves baseline computer
configurations. Regardless of the changes a user makes to a workstation,

Deep Freeze Enterprise offers centralised
deployment and enhanced flexibility options.
Large computing environments can be easily
controlled and configured using the Enterprise
Console:

simply restart to eradicate all changes and reset the computer to its

Control workstations over a LAN or WAN

original state - right down to the last byte. Expensive computer assets

Schedule system maintenance on demand

are protected and technical support time is reduced or completely

Power-on workstations using Wake-on-LAN

eliminated. Computing environments are consistently trouble-free, with
100% workstation availability.

Manage workstations in groups imported
from Active Directory
Update and deploy customised settings on
the fly
Set a custom port number for use with the
Enterprise Console
Send customised messages from the
Console to workstations

Deep Freeze has been providing trusted
workstation protection since 1999. With over 10
million installations worldwide, Deep Freeze
saves countless hours of technical support.
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

See for yourself!
Evaluate fully functional trial
versions of Faronics’ software at

www.deepfreeze.com.au

ENTERPRISE

Enterprise Console
The Enterprise Console allows administrators to remotely
install, manage, and monitor Deep Freeze across their entire
network via LAN, WAN, or the Internet.

Retain User Data
Users are able to permanently store data in a network
location, on removable media, on a Thawed partition, or
on a ThawSpace (a virtual partition created by Deep
Freeze). Administrators can specify the size and file
system of the ThawSpace (up to 1000GB using NTFS).

Flexible Password Management
Deep Freeze Enterprise takes password management to
an entirely new level with support for up to 15
passwords with variable expiration dates and times.
One-time use passwords can also be generated on the
fly
to
allow
flexible
access
to
workstation
configurations.

Scheduled Tasks
The Scheduled Task Wizard allows administrators to
dynamically schedule Deep Freeze related tasks for
specific dates and times, and on a one-time or recurring
basis.

Interoperability & LANDesk Plug-in
Deep Freeze workstations can be managed through any
desktop management solution capable of executing remote
commands. Our LANDesk plug-in lets you control Deep
Freeze deployments natively through your LANDesk
console.

Scheduled Maintenance for Software Updates
Administrators can create Scheduled Maintenance periods to
execute custom batch files or automatically install Windows
Critical Updates via the Internet or an SUS/WSUS server.
Batch files can be used to perform virtually any task,
including antivirus definition updates.

Intelligent Utilities for ABSOLUTE Control
Faronics develops and markets intelligent utilities for absolute control of multi-user computing environments. Faronics’
market-leading solutions ensure 100% workstation availability and have dramatically impacted the day-to-day lives of
thousands of information technology professionals and computing lab managers. Our user-driven, powerful technology
innovations benefit educational institutions, libraries, government organisations, and corporations.
Also available:
Authorised Reseller in Australia/New Zealand:
Aussie Telecom Pty. Limited
PO Box 3144 Brighton VIC 3186 Australia
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